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Abstract

One particularly prominent methodological development in

linguistics is what has been termed the “quantitative turn”:

Not only are more and more studies using statistical tools

to explore data and to test hypotheses, the complexity of

the statistical methods employed is growing as well. This

development is particularly prominent in all kinds of corpus-

linguistic studies: 20 years ago chi-squared tests, t-tests, and

Pearson’s r reigned supreme, but now more and more cor-

pus studies are using multivariate exploratory tools and, for

hypothesis testing, multifactorial predictive modeling tech-

niques, in particular regression models (and, increasingly,

tree-based methods). However welcome this development

is, it, and especially its pace aswell as the fact that fewplaces

offer rigorous training in statistical methods, comes with its

own risks, chief among them that analytical methods are

misapplied, which can lead imprecise, incomplete, or wrong

analyses. In this paper, I will revisit a recent regression-

analytic study in the research area of English varieties (on

clause-final also and only in three Asian Englishes) to:

∙ highlight in particular three fundamental yet frequent

mistakes that it exemplifies;

∙ discuss why and how each of these mistakes should be

addressed;

∙ reanalyze the data (as far as is possible with what is

available) and show briefly how that affects the analysis’s

results and interpretation.
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2 GRIES

1 WHAT IS EXPLORED AND HOW?

The use of more advanced quantitative methods has seen a steady increase in corpus linguistics in general and in

corpus-based studies of varieties (Parviainen& Fuchs, 2019). Althoughmuch of corpus linguistics was long dominated

by statistical tests thatweremonofactorial in nature—chi-squared tests, t-tests, simplemonofactorial correlations like

Pearson’s r and Spearman’s ρ—now papers routinely use multifactorial regression, classification and regression trees,

random forests, and other modeling techniques. However, welcome this development is in general, the adoption of

thesemethods also comeswith a greater responsibility of the researcher to apply them properly so as to both harness

the increased power and versatility of such methods and avoid potential pitfalls they can pose. These three things—

themethods’ power, their pitfalls, and the corresponding demands these pose for researchers—are at the heart of this

methodological paper, in which will exemplify several of these things using a corpus-based varieties study published a

few years ago.1 That study is Parviainen and Fuchs (2019; henceforth P&F), a corpus-based study of the two focus par-

ticles also and only and their frequency of clause-final use in the International Corpus of English (ICE) components for

India (ICE-IND),HongKong (ICE-HK), and thePhilippines (ICE-PHI); twoexamples for this kindof use are the following

(P&F, p. 285):

(1) a. I do not have to work also (ICE-HK:S1A-004#967).

b. I do not get time only (ICE-IND:S1A-052#37)1.

This clause-final positioning of the particles is possible, but dispreferred, in Inner Circle varieties, which gener-

ally prefer a clause-medial position between subject and verb, but the clause-final position is attested in many Asian

Englishes and particularly frequent in Indian English (IndE). P&F are interested in the ultimately epicentral question

of whether “IndE—the variety where clause-final ‘also’ and ‘only’ are usedmost frequently—could have contributed to

the emergence of the feature in SinE [Singaporean English], PhiE [Philipppine English] and HKE [Hong Kong English]”

(p. 286). After ruling out an explanation of these particles’ distributions inHKE andPhiE based on substrates and given

the absence of diachronic spoken corpora covering the varieties of interest, P&F adopt the sociolinguistic apparent-

timemethod, according towhich “speakers from different age groups can be argued to represent the type of language

that was used in their adolescence” (p. 290). Specifically, they state that:

By examining the age and gender of those who use innovative ‘also’ and ‘only’ in ICE-IND, ICE-PHI and

ICE-HK, it is possible to estimate how established the feature is in each variety and, consequently, pro-

vide further evidence on the potential influence of IndE in the Southeast Asian region. If clause-final

‘also’ and ‘only’ are usedmore frequently by younger speakers than by older speakers and/or more fre-

quently by female speakers than bymale speakers, we can infer that these features are becomingmore

frequent in these varieties. (P&F, p. 286)

Their methods section articulates the following expectations:

Therefore, if the relative proportion of the use of innovative ‘also’ and ‘only’ by young (and) female

speakers is higher than that of older (and) male speakers in both PhiE and HKE (when compared with

IndE), this would indicate that the use of the feature is amore recent innovation in the former two vari-

eties. This, in turn, would lend further support to the argument that IndE is an emerging epicentre in

South(east) Asia. (P&F, p. 291)

[we wanted] to determine: whether younger and/or female speakers are more likely to use the feature

in question; and whether the three varieties differ in this regard as well as in the overall frequencies of

clause-final ‘only’ and ‘also’. (p. 292)
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GRIES 3

Finally, in their results section, they say:

Specifically, we expected to find that younger speakers use these [clause-final particles] more often

than older speakers, and that female speakers use themmore often thanmale speakers. (p. 294)

Their analyses are based on the private-conversation parts of the studied corpus components, for which relevant

metadata for the speakers are available. They retrieved all instances of clause-final also/only from these corpus parts

and put together a data frame shown here as Table 1 (their appendix 1 with two cosmetic changes and my bolding is

explained further below).

These are the contents of each column of this table:

∙ CASE: A unique identifier for each row (I added this to each row, P&F do not provide this strictly speaking

unnecessary variable).

∙ PARTICLE: The clause-final particles studied: also and only.

∙ VARIETY: The varieties studied:HKE versus IndE versus PhiE.

∙ GENDER: The genders of the speakers: female versusmale.

∙ AGE: The age groups of the speakers: 14–25 versus 26–35 versus 36–50 versus>50.

∙ SPKRS: The number of speakers in each group defined by PARTICLE, VARIETY, GENDER, and AGE: between 0 and

170.

∙ TOKENS: The number of particle tokens found for each group defined by PARTICLE, VARIETY, GENDER, and AGE:

between 0 and 74.

∙ WORDS: The number of words found for each group defined by PARTICLE, VARIETY, GENDER, and AGE: between

0 and 107,796.

∙ TMWpaper: The number of clause-final particle tokens (normalized to per million words) for all speakers in each

of the 4 × 2 × 3 × 2 = 48 combinations of all levels of AGE, GENDER, VARIETY, and PARTICLE: between 0 and

1705. The formulation in the paper fromwhich I inferred what I just described is this: “The final step in the analysis

consisted of counting the number of tokens of clause-final also and only uttered by speakers of the different age and

gender groups in each corpus, and counting the number ofwords contributed to the corpus by each of these groups”

(p. 292).

For the re-analyses later, I will not use their values of TMWpaper but the exact ones computed from TOKENS and

WORDS, which I will add as a column called just TMW. Also, I am preparing the data a little for all analyses that fol-

low. First, we make IndE the reference level of the level predictor VARIETY so that the summary output of any model

compares IndE separately against the levels of HKE and PhiE. Second, we change the order of the levels of AGE to an

ascending order. Finally, P&F’s approach was to compute “[t]wo regression models [. . . ] in R with relative frequency of

clause-final ‘only’ and ‘also’, respectively, as dependent variables, and [AGE, GENDER and VARIETY] as independent

variables” (p. 292), so we split up their data frame, which we might call d, into a list, which we might call dd, with two

components, each of which contains the data for one particle. On each of the, now, two data sets, P&F performed the

following kind of analysis:2

Model selection was conducted using the step function, with F-tests as the selection criterion, and

allowed for interactions of up to three variables. Aftermodel selection, post-hoc Tukey tests (corrected

for multiple comparisons) were conducted with the lsmeans function from the eponymous R package.

(Lenth &Hervé, 2015)3

Thus, P&F’s analyses seem to be summarizable with the following “proxy code”:
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4 GRIES

TABLE 1 P&F’s data as per their appendix 1.

CASE PARTICLE VARIETY GENDER AGE SPKRS TOKENS WORDS TMWpaper

C001 also HKE female 14−25 84 45 107,796 417

C002 also HKE female 26−35 3 0 5304 0

C003 also HKE female 36−50 6 0 5888 0

C004 also HKE female >50 0 0 0 0

C005 also HKE male 14−25 15 5 16,599 301

C006 also HKE male 26−35 2 0 2892 0

C007 also HKE male 36−50 4 0 3204 0

C008 also HKE male >50 1 0 902 0

C009 also IndE female 14−25 52 74 43,410 1705

C010 also IndE female 26−35 33 33 29,456 1120

C011 also IndE female 36−50 27 40 25,282 1582

C012 also IndE female >50 9 11 6757 1628

C013 also IndE male 14−25 18 14 14,236 983

C014 also IndE male 26−35 26 24 25,082 957

C015 also IndE male 36−50 37 31 34,771 892

C016 also IndE male >50 37 35 31,927 1096

C017 also PhiE female 14−25 170 37 93,197 397

C018 also PhiE female 26−35 78 9 25,083 359

C019 also PhiE female 36−50 54 6 11,674 514

C020 also PhiE female >50 0 2 3613 554

C021 also PhiE male 14−25 69 6 32,386 185

C022 also PhiE male 26−35 75 5 17,283 289

C023 also PhiE male 36−50 106 6 6190 969

C024 also PhiE male >50 1 0 3937 0

C025 only HKE female 14−25 84 29 107,796 269

C026 only HKE female 26−35 3 2 5304 377

C027 only HKE female 36−50 6 0 5888 0

C028 only HKE female >50 0 0 0 0

C029 only HKE male 14−25 15 1 16,599 60

C030 only HKE male 26−35 2 0 2892 0

C031 only HKE male 36−50 4 0 3204 0

C032 only HKE male >50 1 0 902 0

C033 only IndE female 14−25 52 41 43,410 944

C034 only IndE female 26−35 33 20 29,456 679

C035 only IndE female 36−50 27 17 25,282 672

C036 only IndE female >50 9 0 6757 0

C037 only IndE male 14−25 18 17 14,236 1194

C038 only IndE male 26−35 26 14 25,082 558

(Continues)
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GRIES 5

TABLE 1 (Continued)

CASE PARTICLE VARIETY GENDER AGE SPKRS TOKENS WORDS TMWpaper

C039 only IndE male 36−50 37 10 34,771 288

C040 only IndE male >50 37 7 31,927 219

C041 only PhiE female 14−25 170 12 93,197 129

C042 only PhiE female 26−35 78 1 25,083 40

C043 only PhiE female 36−50 54 1 11,674 86

C044 only PhiE female >50 0 0 3613 0

C045 only PhiE male 14−25 69 0 32,386 0

C046 only PhiE male 26−35 78 1 17,283 58

C047 only PhiE male 36−50 106 0 6190 0

C048 only PhiE male >50 1 1 3937 254

analysis.for.also<- step(lm(TMW∼AGE*GENDER*VARIETY, data= dd$also))

analysis.for.only<- step(lm(TMW∼AGE*GENDER*VARIETY, data= dd$only))

I amusing “seem tobe” and “proxy code” because these lineswould actually notworkbecause thesemodels actually

have a perfect fit, which is why the step function will return an error (“AIC is infinity for this model, so ‘step’ cannot

proceed”). However, if we use the function MASS::stepAIC with bidirectional model selection and a null model as the

startingmodel as below, we arrive at the same final models as P&F.

They then interpret the results on the basis of post hoc tests for eachmodel (laudably correcting formultiple tests)

and visualizations of:

∙ the 24 observed means of TMW for all combinations of VARIETY, AGE, and GENDER for each particle (the right

panels of their figs. 1 and 2);

∙ the 12 observed differences of female minus male frequency means for all combinations of VARIETY and AGE for

each particle (the left panels of their figs. 1 and 2).

They also provide a tabular overviewof the results for both particles, which I amnot going to discuss here, seeGries

(2021) for discussion. Let us now turn to two sets of problemswith the hypotheses and their analyses.

2 PROBLEMS OF THE HYPOTHESES/OPERATIONALIZATIONS

2.1 Lack of precision

The first set of problems is conceptual, not statistical, butwith a very close connection to the regressionmodeling part

below. P&F have two regression models—one for also, one for only—and each of them can give rise to many different

mean TMW-values and their comparisons. For each also and only separately, there could be:

∙ amain effect of AGEwith 4means, which permits six post hoc comparisons;

∙ amain effect of GENDERwith 2means;

∙ amain effect of VARIETYwith 3means (and perhaps three post hoc comparisons);

∙ an interaction of AGE:GENDERwith 8means (and perhaps 28 post hoc comparisons);
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6 GRIES

F IGURE 1 Four hypothetical results for AGE:GENDER:VARIETY.

∙ an interaction of AGE:VARIETYwith 12means (and perhaps 66 post hoc comparisons);

∙ an interaction of GENDER:VARIETYwith 6means (and perhaps 15 post hoc comparisons);

∙ an interaction of AGE:GENDER:VARIETYwith 24means (and perhaps 276 post hoc comparisons).

In other words, there is a bewildering number of means and possible comparisons between them but P&F do not

formulate very well which means they will compute, which comparisons they will make, and what the results need

to be for their hypotheses to be considered “verified”. For instance, their formulation “[i]f clause-final ‘also’ and ‘only’

are used more frequently by younger speakers than by older speakers” sounds like a directional prediction that the

regressionmodel for each particlewill feature amain effect of AGE as an ordinal trend. They also say “and/ormore fre-

quently by female speakers than bymale speakers, [. . . ],” which sounds like a directional prediction that the regression

model for each particle will feature a main effect of GENDER. And interpreting their language that way seems to be

supported by their later phrasing, for example, “we expected to find that younger speakers use these [clause-final par-

ticles] more often than older speakers [main effect of AGE], and that female speakers use themmore often than male

speakers [main effect of GENDER]”. But what does “and/or” mean? Is one of the two main effects enough for them
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GRIES 7

to consider their increased-frequency hypothesis to be confirmed? Do we need both? What if the two results are in

opposite directions? Or does “and/or” mean the two predictors should interact?May interact?

In fact, the situation with regard to a perhaps expectedmain effect of GENDER is even trickier because on p. 290f.,

they discuss the role of GENDER for language change. Specifically, they state that women are often faster than men

to adopt linguistic changes (whichmeanswemight expectmore clause-final particles fromwomen in their data). How-

ever, they also state that “this often applies to features that have overt prestige, whereasmen aremore likely to favour

features with covert prestige” but that “[a]t present, there are no attitudinal studies that have examined whether

covert or overt prestige is assigned to the use of clause-final ‘also’ and ‘only’ by speakers of IndE”. In other words,

as P&F do not commit to a level of prestige to attach to clause final also and only, we actually do not know what to

expect regarding their use by speakers of different genders, which alsomeanswe do not knowwhether this discussion

of prestige walks back the expected gender effect or not.

Then, they also say “if the relativeproportionof theuseof innovative ‘also’ and ‘only’ by young (and) female speakers

is higher than that of older (and) male speakers in both PhiE and HKE (when compared with IndE), this would indicate

that the use of the feature is a more recent innovation in the former two varieties”. This statement is completely dif-

ferent from the previous one because this one predicts an interaction in each particle’s model, namely the potential

interaction of GENDER “(and/or)” AGE and VARIETY. However, the parenthesized and/or in their formulation does

again not commit to a clear expectation: Are they predicting that young female speakers will behave differently from

oldmale speakers? Fromall old speakers (regardless of gender)? Fromallmale speakers (regardless of age)? That young

speakers of both genders will behave differently from old speakers of both genders? And how does any of these relate

to this: “in both PhiE andHKE (when comparedwith IndE)”? This can be read as two comparisons (comparing IndE first

to HKE and then to PhiE) or as one (comparing IndE to the combination of HKE and PhiE, which would create even

moremeans than those already listed above).

Finally, and to set the stage for Subsection 3.2.2, they are also ambiguous with regard to whether they expect the

particles to behave differently. On p. 291, they say “if the relative proportion of the use of innovative ‘also’ and ‘only’

[. . . ],” making no distinction between the two particles, but on p. 290 they discuss innovative only and continue with

“The case of innovative ‘also,’ however, is more complex,” which implies a difference between the particles. Again, the

readerwonderswhat exactly the expectations for themodel(s) are: are the particles supposed to behave identically or

not? And supposed to behave identically with regard to what (other variables)?

I knowhowpedantic the above sounds but consider Figures 1 and,which represents four possible outcomes of how

the predictors AGE, GENDER (F vs.M), and a binary version of VARIETY (IndE vs. other) might behave (i.e., I am averag-

ing across particles). Now, fromall the quotes regarding P&F’s two sets of expectations—the sociolinguistic expectations

regarding AGE and GENDER and the epicentral expectation regarding IndE—can we decide (i) for each hypothetical

resultwhether itwould confirmeither of their sets of expectations and (ii) which of the four hypothetical resultswould

do somost convincingly?

I certainly am not able to. Are we supposed to compare slopes of AGE lines? For each GENDER separately or both

combined? Do they both need to go down or not? Do the lines for IndE need to remain above those for the others (see

next section)?, and so on. Whichever way one looks at it, the language of the hypotheses is so unclear that, from their

more theoretical/linguistic parts, it is impossible to know how they will test their hypotheses in the regressionmodels

that follow and howwhich results from the regressionmodels will make themdecidewhat the outcomesmean.We do

not knowwhat they require to consider their expectations confirmed: amain effect of AGE, amain effect of GENDER,

or both, an interaction such asAGE:VARIETYorGENDER:VARIETYorAGE:GENDER:VARIETY?The fundamental idea

of null hypothesis significance testing is to formulate alternative and null hypotheses that cover all theoretically pos-

sible results so that, once one has actual results, one can use them to decide to adopt which hypotheses, but here just

about every expectation is formulated so vaguely, that it never becomes clear how any given result will actually be

interpreted.
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8 GRIES

2.2 What do between-variety frequencies reveal?

Another assumption in P&F is that the frequencies of clause-final particles in the presumed epicentral variety (IndE)

are (significantly) different from the frequencies in the other varieties (HKE and PhiE). But what can really be inferred

from such frequency differences? As Bernaisch et al. (2022, section 2.1.2) discuss in more detail, there is no good rea-

son to assume that a feature Xmight spread from an epicentral variety VEC to others but will always bemore frequent

in VEC; in fact it is not clear one can assume any specific relation between such frequencies in varieties. If feature X has

a frequency fX in an epicentral variety VEC, that does not predict anything:

∙ because of the influence of VEC, fX might grow in other varieties, but

– fX in the other varieties might never overtake the frequency in VEC;

– fX in the other varieties might clearly overtake the frequency in VEC;

∙ in spite of VEC being a clear epicenter, fX might not change in other varieties.

Thus, even if IndE was an epicenter, the frequencies of clause-final particles might still remain low in HKE and PhiE

(for reasons not captured in, i.e., variables not included in, the current regression models). Same thing the other way

round: what frequencies of clause-final particles would P&F need to find to support their claim that their data sup-

port IndE as an epicenter? Do clause-final particles need to be less frequent in HKE or PhiE than in IndE? The whole

apparent time or just part of it? More frequent? Or are both ok as long as the frequencies in HKE and PhiE are still

growing? What if one or both had already leveled off? And, as we will discuss in more detail below, the use of these

amalgamated frequencies is theoretically uninterpretable anyway because it neither includes any linguistic or struc-

tural features nor any information about individual variation. Thus, while I do not know what to expect myself for

clause-final also and only, proper regression modeling requires the modelers to formulate predictions that are clear

and that are clearly (dis)confirmable by sizes and signs of significant regression coefficients such that the researcher

and their audience can say “if mean A is greater than mean B or slope M is greater than slope N, then hypothesis1 is

supported—otherwise, it is not”; this is something we do not find here.

3 PROBLEMS OF THE STATISTICAL MODELING

3.1 A few minor mistakes

Beforewe turn to themost importantmodeling issuesof this paper, let usbrieflymentiona few issueswith theanalyses

that, while less useful from a bigger-picture didactic perspective, are still noteworthy if only to make sure they do not

get emulated in future work by others.

3.1.1 Errors in the data

It seems as if the appendix providing the data contains some errors and it is unclear whether their analyses were per-

formed on the data as shown or the correct version. For instance, P&F report two different numbers for what should

be one and the same number of speakers, namely cases 22 and 46 (the number of male PhiE speakers between the

ages of 26 and 35 producing 17,283words), see Table 1.

Also, how can a certain configuration of VARIETY,GENDER, andAGEnot bemanifested by a single speaker, but still

yield 3613words and two clause-final alsos (case 20)?
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GRIES 9

3.1.2 Under-reporting and under-analyzing

There are a fewways inwhich P&Funder-report/under-analyze the data. As for under-reporting, readers do not get to

see the customary summary tables of their final models for either particle: none of the information that is customarily

provided—coefficients, standard errors, t-values, confidence intervals—is offeredhere. Also,weget nogoodness-of-fit

results: what are the R2s for m.final.also and m.final.only? Additionally, their description does not make it completely

obvious what post hoc tests they computed—only replicating the analysis oneself shows that they did something rea-

sonable, namely, for example, for also, testing (1) the three differences between the levels of VARIETY within each

GENDER and (2) the one difference between the levels of GENDER within each VARIETY—in other words, it is good

that they did not exhaustively tested all 15 differences between all levels of GENDER crossed with all levels of VARI-

ETY. Finally, I personally would have preferred to have some visual aids representing the results better than several

very dense paragraphs full of individual post hoc tests (because the graphs they provide are far from ideal, see the next

section).

As for under-analyzing, P&F treat the predictor AGE as categorical, ignoring its ordinal information, something that

I frequently see inmanuscripts that I review: The levels of AGE are not just categorically different, they can be ranked,

and P&F’s hypotheses regarding AGE should actually havemade them very interested in ordinal effects.

3.1.3 Over-reporting

At the same time, the analyses also involve some over-reporting. For example, P&F’s analysis for also returns a final

model with the interaction of VARIETY:GENDER as the highest-level predictor. Correspondingly, the interpretation of

m.final.also should center on the frequencymeans of the six different combinations of three varieties and twogenders,

but instead we are offered all 24 observed means and an additional representation of the 12 differences between

female and male means (and all of those without confidence intervals)—why are we given 24 numbers (and 12 more)

rather than 6, if the model tells us that most of those 24 are not relevant? Same for the analysis of only: The final

model has the interaction of VARIETY:AGE as the highest level predictor and no effects of GENDER, which means we

should see a discussion of 12means (three varieties times four age groups), but we again are given 24 observedmeans

and, for a model about which the authors say GENDER is irrelevant, 12 gender-specific differences! Providing many

times more means/differences than are actually supported in models only obfuscates the results; a focus on only the

predictors that actually seem to have an effect—after all, finding those was the purpose of the modeling—would have

beenmore useful to readers.

3.2 Four fundamental issues

Let us now turn to the fourmost fundamental issues that have amuch bigger impact onP&F’s analysis in particular and

pervademany other analyses in general. In each section, I will first provide a brief theoretical introduction to the core

of the problem, then I will explain how it is manifested in P&F’s analyses.

3.2.1 Issue 1: No level-1 predictors

General introduction

In many regressionmodeling contexts involving learner corpus research or varieties research, we can distinguish pre-

dictors in terms of the level onwhich they are observed and entered into the analysis. Imagine a corpus-based study of

a structural alternation such as the genitive alternation (of vs. s) or the dative alternation (ditransitive vs. prepositional
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10 GRIES

datives). In such studies, the response variable is usually each linguistic choice of one of the alternants in the analyst’s

sample. The level at which that response variable is studied can be referred as “level-1,” and predictors measured at

that level, therefore, pertain differently to each individual choice and can therefore be called level-1 variables. For

instance, we know that the genitive alternation is affected by POSSANIM, that is, whether the possessor is animate

or not, and for every genitive choice—of or s—we can annotate the “possessor” for this level-1 predictor. Similarly, we

know that the dative alternation is affected by the relation of the patient’s and the recipient’s length and for every

choice of a ditransitive or prepositional dativewe can identify the relevant lengths and compute the difference of their

(logged) lengths to arrive at a level-1 predictor, whichmight be called LENGTHDIFF. Level-1 predictors are the contex-

tual, linguistic, structural, psycholinguistic predictors onewould typically think of if one is asked “what do you think are

the factors affecting the constituent order alternationX?”: length, animacy, priming, givenness/topicality, definiteness,

specificity, . . .

However, in many research contexts, we also have higher-level variables. For example, more andmore studies rec-

ognize the importance of including in an analysis which speaker or stimulus a certain linguistic choice “belongs to”. For

example, in a corpus-based study of the genitive alternation, one learner might contribute six data points, for exam-

ple, four of-genitives and two s-genitives. Each of these comes with values on the level-1 variables, but they are all

nested into the level-2 variable SPEAKER: If you know the specific corpus example, which is attested in one and only

one file, you know the one speaker who produced it. And in cases where each speaker contributes just one text to

the corpus (but each text could still contain multiple instances of one or both genitives, this level-2 variable could

be called TEXT. Such level-2 variables must be included (often as random effects) for both conceptual reasons (e.g.,

the importance of individual variation for a phenomenon) and for statistical reasons (because the data points of one

speaker/text have more in common with each other than with those of other speakers; in a sense, they instantiate

repeatedmeasurements).

In addition to level-2 variables, we can also have level-3 variables. In learner research contexts, the learners’ L1s

could be a case in point: In a scenario where each speaker has one L1 and contributes one text, which may con-

tain multiple genitives, we could represent this as follows: GENITIVElevel 1<nested into SPEAKER/TEXTlevel 2<nested into

L1level 3. Thus, SPEAKER would be nested into L1 because, if you know the speaker, you know their L1. Same for vari-

eties research: the speaker’s variety is a level-3 variable because the level-2 variable SPEAKER is nested into it: if

you know the speaker, you know the one variety they belong to. However, it might also be the case that a speaker

contributes multiple texts, in which case we would face this situation: GENITIVElevel 1<nested into TEXTlevel 2<nested into

SPEAKERlevel 3<nested into L1level 4, and so on. A frequent example of such multi-level modeling studies is how in

educational studies:

∙ behavioral responses such as responses in a 10-question test taken by students are the response variable at level-1;

∙ there, STUDENT would be a level-2 variable recorded to account for individual variation; similarly, variables

such as BOOKSATHOME or HOURSSELFSTUDY would also be level-2 variables because they pertain to—that is,

describe—the student and all their responses rather than a specific test response;

∙ CLASSROOM would be a level-3 variable recorded to account for variation between classrooms; similarly, if all

classrooms had different teachers, then TEACHERwould be a level-3 variable;

∙ SCHOOLwould be a level-4 variable recorded to account for, say, howwell a school is funded by its district;

∙ SCHOOLDISTRICT would be a level-5 variable recorded to account for, say, socio-economic differences between

school districts, and so on.

This is very important, because, on a general level, this discussion should make one recognize that much of the

empirical work in 20–30 years of corpus research has restricted itself to “studying” highly local and highly context-

dependent level-1 linguistic phenomena—choices to produce or not produce a certain word, grammatical marker, and

so on, or choices to produce one of two ormore (syntactic) alternatives in some context—as if thosewere reallymean-

ingfully explainable with reference to level-2 and/or level-3 variables alone. Does anyone really think the individual
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GRIES 11

responses in a test administered to students would be explained well by just aggregating the data on the level of the

school or the school district? Would anyone really think that the genitive alternation would be explained well by just

aggregating constructional frequencies on the level of the dialect of the speakers? If the answers to these questions

are no, then why do many corpus studies study the frequency of a certain linguistic choice (a level-1 phenomenon) in

data from speakers of different L1s or varieties using only a level-3 or -4 predictor such as L1/VARIETY?

The logic underlying the answer to that question is actually really straightforward even though it is hardly ever

made explicit and also wrong. It is explicated here for learner corpus research, but the same holds for varieties

research:

∙ learner corpus researchers are interested in “comparing/contrasting what non-native and native speakers of a

language do in a comparable situation” (Péry-Woodley, 1990, p. 143, cited by Granger, 1996, p. 43);

∙ the essays written by the learners from various L1s and the essays written by the native speaker students were

written in similar language-production settings (e.g., timed essay-writing situations given a certain prompt);

∙ this “similarity of language-production setting” permits us to just assume that “all other things are equal” andwe can

therefore meaningfully compare and interpret the frequencies with which certain linguistic decisions are made by

native speakers (NS) and different kinds of learners (NNS).

As Gries andDeshors (2014, p. 113) have argued, however,

[i]t is easy to see that this seems quite unrealistic: for example, the choice of themodal verbs can versus

may is determined by fifteen or so different factors, F1-15, including the syntactic characteristics of the

clause and various morphological and semantic features of the subject [. . . ], and perhaps also by the

circumstances of production, which we may call ‘register’. Thus, the traditional interpretation of ‘in a

comparable situation’ leads to the somewhat absurd assumption that we compare uses of NS and NNS

that are completely different in terms of F1-15 and only share the single factor that theywere produced

in an essay-writing situation in school.

This brings us to P&F.

Application to P&F

Bynow it shouldbeclearhowthis relates toP&F (and in factmanyother variety studies suchasYeung, 2009;Davydova

et al., 2011; Bruckmaier, 2017, to name a few examples): They are trying to explain the frequency of level-1 choices

(whether or not to put also and only clause-finally) on the basis of two level-2 variables pertaining to speakers (AGEand

GENDER) and one level-3 variable (VARIETY), but ignore any and all linguistic/contextual level-1 predictors as well as

individual variation. In other words, they are conflating all level-1 decisions of a group of up to 170 speakers defined

by level-2 variables AGE, GENDER and the level-3 variable andVARIETY into just a single proportion. This amounts to

a massive loss of information due to ignoring everything that linguists usually care about, namely contextual, linguis-

tic, structural, and psycholinguistic predictors, and individual speakers.4 Imagine that, for processing-related reasons,

clause-final focus particles aremore likely in negated clauses. Imagine, further, that IndEexhibits twice asmany clause-

final focus particles than HKE and PhiE. What can one make of that latter finding? Nothing, really, because the higher

mean for the level-3 variable VARIETY: IndE does not correct forwhatever effect the level-1 predictorNEGATIONhas

in such observational data:

∙ if negation was, say, 1.9 times as frequent in the IndE data than in the HKE/PhiE data, then most of the

twice-higher frequency of clause-final focus particles in IndE is readily explainable by the similar proportion of

negation—VARIETY as a predictor would not be needed;
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12 GRIES

∙ if negationwas, say, less frequent in the IndE data than in theHKE/PhiE data, thenNEGATION cannot be the driving

force for the high frequency of clause-final focus particles in IndE—instead, it could be VARIETY (and/or of course

other factors).

Thus, in the absence of (proper control of) level-1 predictors, higher level effects can never be taken at face value

because they might be entirely due to the ignored level-1 effects. Thus, given that P&F’s analyses do not control for

linguistic/contextual factors on level 1, they can by definitionnot be certain that any patterns in the data they are happy

to ascribe to their level-2 predictors AGE andGENDER or their level-3 predictor VARIETY are really due to those, and

not even the many additional statistical improvements suggested below can avoid this inconvenient truth. The only

way to make the kind of inferences they are interested in is to include level-1 predictors and to account for the three-

level structure of the data (and Gries & Adelman, 2014, but especially Gries & Deshors, 2015, discuss an alternative

statistical way to do so that has been adopted in a variety of [learner and variety] studies).

3.2.2 Issue 2: Two models on one data set

General introduction

If one studies some phenomenon with a multifactorial regression model, one uses multiple predictors (variables in

whose (often assumed causal) effects one is interested in) and perhaps control variables (variables included to control

for their potential effect even if they are not what the study is focused on). That means one needs to formulate a

regression model that embodies one’s hypotheses as well as possible. Imagine you did a corpus-based study of verb-

particle constructions (VPCs) (He pickedV upPART [the book]DO versus He pickedV [the book]DO upPART) and had these

predictors:

∙ LENGTHDO: A level-1 predictor representing the length of the direct object in words.

∙ LITERAL: A level-1 predictor representing whether the meaning of the VPC is perfectly literal (e.g., He threw up the

ball to the ceiling) or not somuch (e.g.,He threw up his lunch).

∙ DIRECTIONALPP: A level-1 predictor representing whether the VPC is modified by a following directional PP (e.g.,

He picked the ball up [PP from the ground]) or not (e.g.,He picked the ball up and left).

∙ DIALECT: A level-3 predictor representing whether the VPC was from American English (AmE) or British English

(BrE).

As soon as one has multiple predictors/controls, one has to decide how these behave together: are their effects

additive or do variables interact with each other? Perfectly additive behaviorwould mean that each variable’s effect

is independent of every other variable’s effects. Examples of additive behavior could be that:

∙ literal VPCs make V-DO-PART 25% more likely than V-PART-DO regardless of the length of the DO, regardless of

whether there is a following directional PP or not, and regardless of the dialect;

∙ following directional PPs make V-DO-PART 35% more likely than V-PART-DO regardless of the length of the DO,

regardless of whether the phrase is literal or not, and regardless of the dialect;

∙ and if these two predictor levels “come together,” then they make it 25+35 = 60%more likely to have V-DO-PART

than V-PART-DO—the effects just add up.

By contrast, interactions mean that one variable’s effect is dependent on what other variables’ effects are. An

example of interactions could be that:

∙ literal constructions make V-DO-PART 25%more likely than V-PART-DO;

∙ following directional PPsmake V-DO-PART 35%more likely than V-PART-DO;
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GRIES 13

∙ but if these twopredictor levels come together, then theymakeV-DO-PART95%more likely thanV-PART-DO—the

effects do not just add up to 60%, their confluence amplifies the tendency to have V-DO-PART.

The opposite example would be:

∙ literal constructions make V-DO-PART 25% more likely than V-PART-DO, but only when the DO is shorter than 5

words;

∙ literal constructions make V-DO-PART 5%more likely than V-PART-DO, when the DO is 5+words long;

∙ meaning, here LENGTHDOweakens the effect of LITERAL.

How would we study this statistically? For instance, how would we determine the role of DIALECT in our exam-

ple? Two approaches might come to mind and, unfortunately, one of them is frequent yet frequently wrong. The first

approachwouldbe to fit twomodels: one to theAmericandatawith, say, LENGTHDO, LITERAL, andDIRECTIONALPP

as predictors, the other one is then the samemodel fit to the British data.

model.AmE<- glm(CONSTRUCTION∼ LENGTHDO+ LITERAL+DIRECTIONALPP,

data=DIALECT== “AmE”, . . . )

model.BrE<- glm(CONSTRUCTION∼ LENGTHDO+ LITERAL+DIRECTIONALPP,

data=DIALECT== “BrE”, . . . )

The second approach would be to fit one model to both dialects, but include DIALECT as a predictor in such a way

thatwe candeterminewhether it affects/moderates—amplifies orweakens—the effects of LENGTHDO, LITERAL, and

DIRECTIONALPP because we include DIALECT’s interactions with these level-1 predictors.

model.bothE<- glm(CONSTRUCTION∼DIALECT * (LENGTHDO+ LITERAL+DIRECTIONALPP), . . . )

As discussed in Gries (2021, esp. sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.8, and the exercises for chapter 5), the former approach

is, while still used too often, incorrect. If one fits such two models (represented here schematically), then, while

the numerical results for each predictor in each separate model will surely be different, one cannot see straightfor-

wardly whether they are significantly different from each other or not. This is for the obvious reason that models can

only compare what they know of (and are instructed to compare), and while model.AmE will return a coefficient for

LENGTHDO, “it doesn’t know about the results for when DIALECT== ‘BrE’” and can therefore not compare the two,

whichmeans an analyst cannot straightforwardly seewhether the effect of LENGTHDO is “the same” in AmE and BrE

or not.

The second approach deals with this much better: If the effect of LENGTHDO is “the same” in AmE and BrE, the

interaction DIALECT:LENGTHDO will be not significant, if the effect of LENGTHDO is different in AmE and BrE,

the interaction DIALECT:LENGTHDO will be significant, and this will be straightforwardly visible from the summary

output of the regressionmodel.

Application to P&F

It should again be clear where this is headed. To the best of my abilities, I was not able to find any justification for

P&F conducting separate analyses for the particles, but I doubt any such justification would have been acceptable

anyway: Although their hypotheses are not formulated clearly enough for us to know, if they had expected “clause-

finality” to be instantiated differently frequently for each particle, they should have fitted one model and included

PARTICLE as a predictor to see whether their expectation was borne out by PARTICLE having a significant effect on

its own (or in an interaction, see below). And if they had expected “clause-finality” to be instantiated equally for each

particle, they should still have that same model with PARTICLE as a predictor to see whether their expectation was
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14 GRIES

borne out by PARTICLE having no significant effects and, thus, getting deleted during their model selection process.

There simply is no good reason to not fit one model with PARTICLE as a predictor. In fact, the argument must even

be extended to include the other predictors. Because, really, PARTICLE should not only be included as an individual

predictor ormain effect—given their approach, it should be permitted to interactwith everything else.More precisely,

they allowed every predictor to interact with everything else in the model: Separately for each particle, their model

selection process considered the interaction of AGE:GENDER:VARIETY so that they would be able to see whether:

∙ the effect of the AGE:GENDER interaction is constant across varieties;

∙ the effect of AGE:VARIETY is constant across genders;

∙ the effect of GENDER:VARIETY is constant across ages.

Thus, it would have only been consistent to fit the one big model with PARTICLE potentially interacting with

everything else:

summary(m.final.all<- stepAIC(
# note the new data argument: all the data from both particles now
lm(TMW∼ 1, data= d),
# bidirectional model selection . . .
direction= “both”,
# between these 2 extremes: lower null & the new upper/full model:
scope= list(lower= ∼1, upper= ∼AGE*GENDER*VARIETY*PARTICLE),
trace= 0)) # do not show all steps

This way they could have seenwhether:

∙ the effect of the AGE:GENDER:VARIETY interaction is constant across particles, and, if not,

∙ the effect of AGE:GENDER is constant across particles, and/or

∙ the effect of AGE:VARIETY is constant across particles, and/or

∙ the effect of GENDER:VARIETY is constant across particles, and so on.

Thiswould be the naturalway to apply the logic of theirmodels to the new single bigmodel, and itwould allow them

to seewhether everything behaves the same for each of the two particles. This would clearly be relevant linguistically,

and, as mentioned above, there is no good reason to not do this statistically.

3.2.3 Issue 3: Not weighting observations

General introduction

The vast majority of regression modeling studies in linguistics or in corpus linguistics targets a response level rep-

resenting a single linguistic choice: the (level-1) choice of a particular word (over others), the choice of a particular

grammatical construction (over others), the choice to lengthen a syllable (over not lengthening it), and so on. Such data

are usually represented, and entered into statistical analysis, using the case-by-variable format, a format in which,

typically,

∙ each row represents one data point, that is, one level-1 observation capturing a speaker’s decision in a response

variable;

∙ each column represents a variable whose levels describe the level-1 observation.
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GRIES 15

TABLE 2 Three cases from P&F’s data.

CASE PARTICLE VARIETY GENDER AGE SPKRS TOKENS WORDS TMWpaper

C017 also PhiE female 14−25 170 37 93,197 397

C018 also PhiE female 26−35 78 9 25,083 359

C026 only HKE female 26−35 3 2 5304 377

TABLE 3 Three cases from P&F’s data.

CASE PARTICLE VARIETY GENDER AGE SPKRS TOKENS WORDS TMWpaper

C001 also HKE female 14−25 84 45 107,796 417

C003 also HKE female 36−50 6 0 5888 0

C005 also HKE male 14−25 15 5 16,599 301

Returning to the example fromabove for amoment, ifwehad100VPCs, the case-by-variable formatwould require,

minimally, a data framewith:

∙ 100 rows, with each one representing one choice of a VPC in our sample, be it a case of V-PART-DO or V-DO-PART,

and its descriptors in the columns;

∙ 5 columns: one with the response variable and four with the predictors we discussed: LENGTHDO, LITERAL,

DIRECTIONALPP, and DIALECT.

This way, the, say, fifth value of CONSTRUCTION would be the fifth constructional choice and the fifth values of

LENGTHDO, LITERAL, DIRECTIONALPP, and DIALECTwould describe the circumstances of its production. As every

row of the data frame would represent the same number of cases/data points—just 1—if we fitted a regression model

on this data frame, every data point would have the same impact orweightwhen it comes to computing the regression

model. But, clearly, that is not what is going on in P&F.

Application to P&F

Recall the particle-specific data frames that P&F ran their analyses on; see a few rows from their data again in Table 2.

The range of all TMW-values in the data is ≈1705 (the interval is [0, 1704.7]) while the range of the TMW-values

in these three data points is ≈38.2 (a mere 2.2% of the overall range), which can be interpreted as “against the back-

ground of all data, these three values are very close together”. However, the three fairly similar TMW-values are based

on extremely different numbers of speakers: The TMW-values of 397.0085, 358.8088, and 377.0739 summarize the

behavior of 170, 78, and 3 speakers, respectively, which alsomeans they probably comewith very different degrees of

variability. However, P&F’s analysis weights all TMW-values the same. To show very intuitively that this is not a good

methodological choice, consider the following question: If you read the results of two identically designed polls trying

to predict the outcome of the next federal election and the polls are based on 17 and 1000 people (the same ratio as

3-to-170 speakers), would you treat the two polls as equally informative? Orwould you givemore interpretive weight

to the larger poll because, given its size, it is likely to be less volatile? I think the answer is clear—the second of course,

that is why standard errors are computed with the sample size in their denominator, for instance. But P&F’s analysis

does the first because they are conducting the default kind of linear model giving each row the same weight (as if all

rowswere a single level-1 observation rather than level-2/-3 aggregates of differently many level-1 observations).

One way to analyze the data that could be considered at least slightly better would involve giving each of P&F’s

rows a weight in the regression analysis that is proportional to, for instance, the number of speakers summarized in

that row.One overly explicit way to do this is the following.5 Consider the three rows of the also data shown in Table 3.
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16 GRIES

One way in which one could make the regression model “see” howmany speakers each row represents—84, 6, and

15—consists of creating a new, disaggregated data frame from this one, one that contains the first row of this little

three-row sample 84 times, the second row 6 times, and the third row 15 times. That data frame can then serve as the

input to the default of an equally weighted linear model to that new data frame. In R, this can be done quickly with

maximally three lines of code, and if we then fit P&F’s finalmodel for also—just to pick one example—we get regression

results that arequitedifferent fromthe results thatP&F reported (for also). Although this analysis is not unproblematic

either,6 the logic of it should at least raise someawarenessof the importanceof thedifferentweightswithwhichvalues

can come, which the original analysis did not.

3.2.4 Issue 4: Potentially wrong regression model

One of the main ways in which regression models are distinguished is based on their response variable. Binary

response variables are often analyzed with some form of a binary logistic regression, categorical response variables

with 3+ levels are often analyzed with some form of a multinomial regression, ordinal response variables are often

analyzed with some form of an ordinal regression. For numeric response variables, there aremultiple options, and lin-

ear models, the type P&F fit, are among the most widely used ones (e.g., for reaction times, word durations, formant

frequencies, etc.) However, the numeric response variable in P&F’s data is a (normalized) frequency, meaning it can-

not become negative: like an odds value, it is bound to fall into the interval [0, +∞]. Such response variables may in

certain circumstances be analyzed with the frequent default of a linear model, but if one does that, one needs to show

(e.g., with regression diagnostics) that this is actually justifiable for one’s data and that the more usual kinds of mod-

els for frequency data—for example, Poisson regression or negative binomial regression—were really not required. In

this particular case, we are not offered this kind of justification; a cursory exploration suggests that, ignoring all of the

issues discussed so far, a linear model heremay not be too problematic: the residuals of eachmodel do not differ mas-

sively from normality and return nonsignificant tests for nonconstant variance. Still, one would have had to be shown

this in the paper, and once one begins correcting the other issues mentioned above by, for example, merging the two

particles into one data set, one does in fact encounter massive nonconstant variance problems, which might ultimate

necessitate a different regressionmodeling approach.

4 RE-ANALYZING THEIR DATA

4.1 Methods

Let us put this all together and see what addressing at least some of the above issues does to the results. Crucially, we

cannot address everything because P&F’s appendix 1 does not provide the data to switch to an analysis of level-1

observations, which (i) would allow us to include level-1 predictors governing the choice to position a focus parti-

cle clause-finally and (ii) would permit us to look at speaker-specific results.7,8 Thus, the actually required kind of

analysis—some kind of mixed-effects or multilevel model as shown in the next code block—we cannot do:

# this could be fitted on all level-1 uses of also/only, clause-final or not:
m.required<- glmer(
CLAUSEFINAL∼ # binary response: no versus yes
1+ # intercept
PARTICLE*AGE*SEX*VARIETY+ # predictors & interactions
#minimally necessary random-effects structure (more is likely needed)
(1|SPEAKER), # speakers
family= binomial, # the response is binary
data= unaggregated.dataframe) # a new unaggregated data of all also/only
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GRIES 17

For this didactically motivated review paper, we will have to work with what we have (ignoring issue 3). For com-

parability with P&F, I will not correct the errors in their provided spreadsheet and I will ignore issue 4 and also use a

linear model. I will, however, improve on their analyses by

1. improving some predictors by using

a. contrasts reflecting the ordinal nature of AGE;

b. planned orthogonal contrasts pitting the suspected epicenter of IndE against the other two varieties combined;

2. improving themodel by

a. fitting one big model . . .

b. on the expanded data, and

c. using PARTICLE as an additional predictor that can interact with all others;

3. changing themodel selection process by

a. not using automatic model selection;

b. limit the degree of interactivity (mostly for didactic simplicity, I would not include all possible interactions in the

model);

4. improving the reporting by

a. providing at least one kind of index of model fit (R2s);

b. generating effects plots of predicted values to interpret the resultsmore easily rather than reporting redundant

observed frequencies.9

Let us domodel selection and fit this as our first model (I am not showing any output, see the code file for that):

m.all.expanded<- lm(TMW∼ 1+ PARTICLE * (AGE+GENDER+VARIETY)ˆ2, data= d.expanded)

All three-way interactions are significant, so wewould actually not remove any predictors, wewould be done.

4.2 Selected results

What do these results show? Our (final) model seems interesting in how it comes with a very good fit but everything

about that model of course comes with the big caveats that we did not do the kind of actually required mixed-

effects/multilevel analysis and lost all within-group variability. With that big hedging reminder, mult. and adj. R2 are

>0.97 and much higher than the corresponding values in P&F’s analyses. Space does not permit a detailed analysis

of all findings and, given the hedges, we would not want to overinterpret these results anyway, but it is clear that the

patterns in these results aremuchmore complex than P&F’s original analyses suggest (plus, as discussed, P&F’s expec-

tationswerenot formulated inways thatmake for straightforward interpretationof these results in the first place).We

find that PARTICLE interacts significantly with every other 2-way interaction in the model, but we also see that they

do not clearly support any of the expectations formulated by P&F. Consider, for example, Figure 2 for the interaction

PARTICLE:AGE:GENDER:

∙ the left and right panel represent the results for also and only, respectively;

∙ in each panel,

– the x-axis represents AGE

– the y-axis represents the predicted TMW-values;

– the (gray) Fs and (black) Ms represent the predictions for women and men, respectively (with their artificially

small 95% confidence intervals);

– the physical size of the letters represents the number of speakers for a certain condition.
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18 GRIES

F IGURE 2 The interaction PARTICLE:GENDER:AGE.

F IGURE 3 The interaction PARTICLE:GENDER:VARIETY.

We can see that there is no real nice ordinal trend of AGE for either gender with also, there is a bit of an age trend

for women with only but not so much for men. The only way to “salvage” an AGE effect is to really cherry-pick results

and say that the youngest group always uses clause-final particles more than the oldest, but that is really all there is.

As for GENDER, there is a bit of the expected effect: In six out of eight conditions, women use clause-final particles

more than men. However, the results are clearly not homogeneous and it is not clear if P&F would consider them as

supporting their expectations or not.

Let us also very briefly look at a three-way interaction involving VARIETY in Figure 3.
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GRIES 19

There is a fairly clear effect of VARIETY such that IndE has most clause-final particles across both particles and

genders. The effect ofGENDER is trickier, though, because in three to four of six cells, womenuse clause-final particles

more thanmen, but in the others (also in HKE and PhiE, maybe only in PhiE) the differences seempractically irrelevant.

Additionally, for also the combined frequency inHKE ismuch lower than in PhiE, whereaswe seem to find the opposite

for only.With regard to particles, by contrast, the frequencies of both are very similar inHKE, but very different in IndE

(also across genders) and PhiE, where the genders are very similar, but different for the particles.

These results are very complex and the interpretation of this shaky model is beyond the scope of this more didac-

tic paper. However, two things should have become clear. First, part of why they are so difficult to interpret is that

we did not get clearly operationalized hypotheses about specific means from P&F, so we do not really know which

visual/mathematical comparisons tomake in Figures 2 and 3, echoing the difficulties discussed in the context of hypo-

thetical results of Figure1. Second, the results of thismodel,which fixesmany, but not all, issues of theoriginal analysis,

indicate that theoriginal analysis probably substantially underestimated the complexity of the results—it definitely did

this in terms of individual variation—and, once that additional complexity is included as well as possible given what is

available, the results completely defy simple explanations in terms of the level-2 sociolinguistic predictors of AGE and

GENDER and the level-3 predictor of VARIETY.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Space here was limited: There were several things I could not discuss here as much as I wanted to or at all. However,

just to remind everyone, I again urge readers to recognize that this paper is not meant as a hit piece—its purpose

was to exemplify several not uncommon yet fundamental problems that can plague regression analyses in our corners

of the field and make recommendations that, once one thinks about them, should really be largely or even entirely

uncontroversial:

∙ we need very precisely formulated hypotheses so that we know what kind of results plot will confirm or discon-

firm our results. In the present case, we would have needed hypotheses for both the sociolinguistically motivated

expectations regarding AGE and GENDER and the epicentrally motivated expectations regarding VARIETY, and

they would have had to be very specific:

– which (means of) frequencies need to be higher or lower than which others to adopt one’s alternative

hypotheses?

– which differences or ratios of means need to be higher or lower than which others to adopt one’s alternative

hypotheses?

– which intercepts or slopes need to bewhat to adopt one’s alternative hypotheses?, and so on;

∙ we need to make sure the regression models we want to apply are permitted for the data we have and are able to

answer the questions we have for the data;

∙ we need to include variables at the level of the phenomenon (minimally as controls);

∙ we need to test for differences using interactions in models on complete data sets rather than fit separate models

on parts of the data;

∙ if we work with aggregate data—which we really should not ever do!—we need to be aware of the weightings our

models require, but again, we really should beworkingwith nonaggregated datawith level-1 observations and vari-

ables and should respect the multi-level structure our data have (here, level-2 speakers being nested into level-3

varieties).

Adherence to such recommendations should help the field reach amoremature level of quantitative sophistication,

something that, I hope we can agree on at least that, would be something fromwhich we all would benefit.
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NOTES
1Let me briefly clarify why a specific publication and specifically this one was chosen for the present discussion. First, we

indeed need a concrete application because if one merely points out those issues abstractly, as I am often advised to do by

diplomatic colleagues, then the reaction is all too often a sea of facial expressions all communicating “here he goes again,

pointing out these things no one actually doeswrong (anymore)”—exemplification on the basis of concrete, published studies

is necessary to move the field along to a better understanding of the methods many of us are using frequently and to better

application of these methods. Second, this specific study (laudably) provided all the input data that were analyzed in the

paper, something that is only slowly becoming more frequent. Third, some of the mistakes it exemplifies are widespread (as

I will point out in the relevant sections). Finally and most generally, the use of predictive modeling techniques in the study

of World Englishes in particular is slowly becoming more widespread, so it is important to make sure that the quantitative

methods that are published and might therefore serve as role models for future work set good examples. Thus and as I will

clarify again at the end of the paper, this contribution is not at all meant to be a hit piece—its ultimate purpose is tomake sure

we use perform our statistical analyses with the same kind of rigor that we would expect in other disciplines (such as public

health or medicine).
2Code to run all the analyses is available on the author’s website at https://www.stgries.info/research/2024_STG_

ProperRegrModlg4VarRes_WorldEngl.html.
3This description is actually a little problematic for two reasons. First, P&F say they used the function step formodel selection,

which is potentially problematic in and of itself because, while there is disagreement about many modeling issues, the vast

majority of scholars seem to agree that leavingmodel selection to an automatic process is hardly ever a good idea. However,

P&F also do not specify the direction of model selection they are using—forward, backward, or bidirectional?—although this

could potentially lead to different results; it is possible they went with step’s default of backward model selection. Second,

step is an automatic model selection function that uses AIC—not F!—as a model selection criterion: P&F are misstating the

statistic used formodel selection,which ismore than just a clericalmistakebecauseAIC is considerablymore lenient in letting

predictors stay in the model than a p-value of 0.05 from a standard F-test would be; thus, an AIC-based model selection

process usually leads to models with more predictors than an F-test based model selection process; see Heinze et al. (2018,

p. 435).
4Gries (2024) demonstrates what P&F’s approach would amount to in a learner corpus example, namely a reduction of infor-

mation that the corpus data provide by sometimes more than two magnitudes, a practice which, in his learner corpus case

study, also leads to completely wrong results.
5There is a less cumbersome way to do this (using weights), but it involves a technicality involving df-values and subsequent
inferential statistics I want to spare the readers.

6The big remaining problem is that, even with this fix, the values of the response variable are now identical for all 84, 6, 15,

. . . repeated rows for each speaker group when the real data are never going to be that homogeneous. In other words, even

with theweighting correction, P&F’s aggregation of course still lost any and all within-group variation,meaning all inferential

statistics are still problematic (see also the documentation for the lm function in R). We will proceed with this for now, but

this is a huge and fundamental caveat ruling out this kind of analysis.
7 I am assuming P&F did not retrieve any contextual/linguistic predictors but “only” the aggregate data provided in their

appendix 1.
8 It is an interesting question of whether one could adopt an alternation-based perspective to their data, meaning whether

one could conceive of the response variable being something like POSITION: clause-final versus elsewhere or something like

FOCUSSTRATEGY: clause-final particle versus other(s). This is because their review makes it clear that one function of also
and only in Asian Englishes is sharedwith BrE/AmE (andmight thus positionally alternate) while one other function is a “new
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semantic meaning” (p. 288) and might therefore not alternate. This is therefore an interesting case resembling the sema-

siological versus onomasiological distinction: One perspective would start from the presence of the word and look at its

position and function, the other would start from the speaker’s desire to express some kind of focus and then look at how it

is expressed. In this case, however P&F do actually not distinguish these two functions in theirmodels anyway so it is unclear

whether an alternation-based reconceptualization and, if sowhich,would help improve their analysesmost orwhether other

features would be needed.
9All these things are explained inmore detail in chapters 5 and 6 of Gries (2021).
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